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Our approach

• The fundamentals: cellphones and washrooms.
• The goal: create a fun, safe and engaging space.
• The format: share knowledge and experience 

using a structure of:
• Why is this important?
• How do you do it?
• What is the outcome?
• How can I apply this learning with my 

community foundation?



Our philosophy

• You are the expert of your community and your 
community foundation.

• Please share thoughts, knowledge, and 
experiences so that we can all learn from each 
other.
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Why are partnerships and 
collaborations critical to 
your Foundation's vision 

and mission?

Take a worksheet and write down your answer.



Definition: Partnerships and collaborations

• Intentionally working with one or more 
organizations/groups to support community foundation 
priorities AND partner/collaborator priorities WHILE 
addressing community needs.

• All parties receive a benefit.
• Benefit can be helping the community, having name attached to 

good activity, media coverage, etc.

• Examples of partners include municipality, chamber of 
commerce, businesses, Endow Manitoba, United Way, 
other charities, community service groups, etc.



Our Experience

•A company demonstrates its commitment to its 
community by partnering with a community 
foundation. 

• Employees are proud that their company is helping, 
and they become your biggest cheerleader.

• It is not important who gets credit for a successful 
project, just that it was successful. 



Our Experience

• The more you help, the more you will become the first 
call of every group looking to start a new project.

• Sometimes partnerships just do not work. Do not 
force it. If it becomes hard or stressful, step away 
gracefully and go on to the next project.

• Find out what a partner may need and see if your 
board members or staff can help provide it. 



Why are partnerships and collaborations 
important?
• Exponentially increase opportunities for 

community impact.

• You can't "go it alone".
•Community foundations are all about relationships
•Create opportunities for engagement

• Increase community profile.

• It's fun!
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Carol Findlay

Pinawa Community Foundation
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Why are partnerships 
and collaborations critical 

to your Foundation's vision 
and mission?

Reflect on original response.

How might you adapt your 
response?  



Partnerships have been Key to Our Start

• We had the exciting challenge to start a community 
foundation from scratch. 

• We had a lot of key partners getting started. 
• Winnipeg Foundation

• Local Government District of Pinawa

• Thomas Sill Foundation

• Community Foundations of Canada

• Endow Manitoba 

• Local business community

• Lac du Bonnet and District Community Foundation.  

• Key lesson - use the experts available to you. 



Partnerships Key to Our Start
• Year 1 – Created a network of corporate friends of 

the foundation. 
• Met with everyone we could think of – local service 

groups, healthcare groups, government agencies, key 
community leaders. 

• A benefit of a small town – you know everyone. We 
wanted them to know that we were a resource, not a 
competitor for funds. 

• A challenge in a small town – everyone knows you. 
Being friendly, positive, and enthusiastic all the time can 
be challenging – sometimes you just want to be grumpy.



Partnerships Key to Our Start
• How do you start quickly with no money?

• Volunteer your time to make a difference and to get the 
foundation’s name out into the community. 
• Partnering with Transplant Manitoba to get residents to be 

organ donors.

• Identified a Foundation focus – community history.

• Volunteered to update our on-line cemetery records. 

• Established and maintained our social media presence.



How partnerships and collaborations work

• Understand your motivation/"goal".
• Why do you want to partner/collaborate?
• What can't you do now on your own?

• Be mindful of capacity.
• Realistic about the amount of time/work required.
• Use everyone to their best advantage – including board 

members!

• Know your community.
• People and priorities.
• Organizations that can help.



How partnerships and collaborations work

• Be open and approachable.
• Be flexible about how you achieve it; ask lots of questions.

•Be prepared to work with multiple groups.
• Try not to exclude.

• Look for larger, corporate sponsorships.

•Be clear on what all parties need.
• Make sure it's a good fit for everyone involved.

• Don’t overpromise.

• Don't force it!

• What will you consider "success" (qualitative and quantitative).



Partnership and collaboration outcomes

• Increased capacity to meet mission and vision.

• Can provide leadership on community priorities 
that extend beyond grant making activities.

• Increased profile, community engagement, and 
community support.
• More community relationships, more entries in database, 

attendance at events, more grant applications, donors, 
etc.
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Why Us?

•Do we have unique experiences to share? 

•What did we have to say about partnerships and 
collaborations that might be helpful?

•What we realized – "Why us" is the key question 
we all need to answer.

•How does a partner/collaborator benefit by 
working with our Foundations?
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Partnerships and collaborations

Answer this question: “Partnering with our 
Foundation is good for your business because ….”



We can help
• Writing grant proposals and project plans for third party funders.

• Networking assistance – bringing various groups and companies 
together to help your community.

• Financial advice and reporting.

• Granting support (family funds; family scholarships; corporate grant 
programs).

• Project Management – get the job done on time and within budget.

• Community cheerleading – an undervalued service.

• Volunteer labour.

• Share costs.
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Partnerships and collaborations

What organizations has your foundation partnered 
with/collaborated (non-grant)?

How did it benefit you both? How did it benefit your 
community?
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Partnerships and collaborations

Exploring YOUR challenges:

• What is your biggest challenge with respect 
to partnerships and collaborations?

Discuss in group. Share with all.  
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Shared reflections

Stronger together:
Using partnerships and collaborations to 

enhance your work
Strategic Initiatives

What’s one key takeaway or “AHA” that 
you want to remember?

What are you curious about now?



Endow Manitoba is an initiative of The Winnipeg Foundation

Thank you


